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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The “Background” chapter of this concept paper offers foundational knowledge. It discusses blockchain,
cryptocurrencies, mobile payments, exchanges, and AI trading — all areas of primary relevance to Cloud Token
Wallet as it enters the fast-growing space at the intersection of blockchain and mobile payment technology. It is
highly recommended that readers new to these concepts read the Background chapter so that they too can feel as
confident about Cloud Token Wallet’s foundations as its early adopters.
Cloud Token Wallet is more than just another crypto wallet.
Firstly, not only is it a true decentralised wallet, it is fully distributed. This is important for establishing “trustless” trust
in a poorly-regulated crypto environment. And it is key to solving the problems faced by extant crypto wallets.
Secondly, the team behind Cloud Token Wallet recognises that the most successful fiat-based mobile payment
providers today have not only constructed wide networks of payment partners, but have also integrated convenient
services into their mobile applications. Cloud Token Wallet leverages the adaptability of a fourth-generation fullydistributed ledger technology to deliver integrated services from the outset — and will develop and integrate more
services in future.
How can Cloud Token Wallet be fully distributed yet capable of integrating a range of different services? The answer
to this question is explored in the “How? Parallel Ledgers!” chapter and subsequent “Cloud Token Wallet technology”
chapter.
A Cloud Token Wallet integrated service available right now is an AI trading bot called JARVIS, which offers a
compelling means to generate a passive crypto-based income paid out in Cloud Tokens (CTO). Services expected
very soon after launch will include payments — the essential bridge linking the abstractions of the cryptosphere to
the everyday requirements of the real world — more AI trading options, and a decentralised crypto exchange.
This document is not a sales pitch for the purchase of Cloud Tokens (CTO), although that will be possible. Rather,
it presents a case for Cloud Token Wallet as a secure means for you to store your private keys, track your crypto
balances, participate in AI trading (to earn CTO), make everyday payments, and enjoy the functionality of a userfriendly decentralised exchange.

Cloud Token Wallet

The Cloud Token Wallet team understands that appreciation in the value of a crypto is only sustainable through
the adoption of a useful, convenient, and secure DLT-based product. And that is exactly what Cloud Token Wallet
happens to be. Download and install your Cloud Token Wallet from www.cloudtokenwallet.com
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BACKGROUND

This section lays a foundation of background knowledge and concepts for those who are new to blockchain,
cryptocurrencies, mobile payments, exchanges, and AI trading. These are all areas of primary relevance to the Cloud
Token Wallet as it prepares to compete in the fast-growing space at the intersection of blockchain and mobile
payment technology.

2.1 WHAT IS A BLOCKCHAIN?
Ever since Satoshi Nakamoto wrote “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”, in October 2008, a growing
cohort of people have dreamed about and worked towards the mass adoption of distributed ledger technologies
(DLTs or “blockchains”). Now, more than a decade on, we are in some ways closer than ever before, and in other ways
further away.
The DLT market in 2017 was dominated by irrational exuberance fuelled by FOMO (fear of missing out) and greed.
During most of 2018, however, cryptocurrencies — the virtual digital assets that DLTs keep track off — suffered a
long bear market punctuated by news of crypto-scams, crypto-hacks, and other crypto-fails. This has given many
techno-conservative regulators an excuse to procrastinate, detractors an opportunity to enjoy the schadenfreude
of it all, and those who know little or nothing about the technology to justify their own fear and ignorance. Yet
those who do understand the potential of the underlying technology — including tech-progressive regulators and
traditional financial institutions—are preparing for the inevitable future. They understand that the “blockchain” is
nothing but a “ledger”, which is why Cloud Token Wallet prefers to use the term “distributed ledger technology” or
“DLT”.

Cambridge: noun — a book in which things are regularly recorded, especially business activities and money received
or paid
Collins: countable noun — a book in which a company or organisation writes down the amounts of money it spends
and receives
Merriam-Webster: noun — a book containing accounts to which debits and credits are posted from books of original
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Old-school ledgers
A ledger is nothing to be feared. It is a very old accounting technology that is at the heart of the double-entry
accounting system. Leading dictionaries still refer to its paper origins:
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entry
Oxford: noun — a book or other collection of financial accounts

Early 19th century ledger from Germany (Image: RaphaelQS via Wikimedia)
The problem with a physical book, however, is that it can be easily destroyed, stolen, altered, or forged. A digital
ledger stored on one or a few computers or servers, and updated by one or a few people is better than that — but
not by much. A distributed ledger technology (DLT) offers redundancy, security, and immutability.
First-generation blockchain
First-generation blockchains, led by Bitcoin, laid the conceptual and technical foundation for DLTs and introduced
the concept of “trustless” financial decentralisation. The Bitcoin blockchain is a decentralised, public ledger of
transactions. Each node (computer) within a network of interconnected nodes maintains a copy of the blockchain
(the ledger) so that if one node goes down all the others have a copy. Rather than relying on, or trusting, a centralised
authority such as a bank, transactions between encrypted accounts on a blockchain are verified within the network
of nodes — hence the awkward use of the word “trustless” within the industry.

While Bitcoin has a first-mover advantage in terms of branding and public awareness, it was only ever designed to
be an alternative form of money. In that role, it has encountered serious problems — high transaction costs and slow
confirmation speeds chief among them. This is due to an effective processing rate of only seven transactions per
second. During the valuation bubble of late 2017, when a Bitcoin reached more than $20,000 on some exchanges,
demand for Bitcoin transactions peaked. This exposed Bitcoin’s “scalability” problem. Transaction fees — “gas” —
upwards of $50 in value were demanded by miners to process a transaction within a somewhat reasonable timeframe
— fine if buying a house, ridiculous if buying a coffee.
Bitcoin falls a long way short of the efficiencies and user-friendliness realised by modern centralised payment
systems. To position Bitcoin in an alternative role, proponents of it have dubbed it “digital gold”. However, it has
neither the aesthetic nor utilitarian value of the metal.

Cloud Token Wallet

Bitcoin nodes compete to be the first to verify and timestamp new blocks of transactions in exchange for newlyminted Bitcoin. This is called “mining”. The open, decentralised marketplace for the mining job is why transaction
costs are so low — or should be. As soon as more than half of the nodes in the network agree with the mining node
— achieve “consensus” — the new block is added to the chain — hence the word “blockchain”. Unfortunately, the
proof of work (PoW) that mining nodes are required to demonstrate has sparked an arms race. Only powerful and
power-hungry ASIC processors have a realistic chance at mining Bitcoin. The vast majority of Bitcoin users don’t
bother, thus the blockchain cannot be described as a fully distributed ledger.
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Second- & third-generation DLTs
Second-generation blockchains, led by Ethereum, brought a little automation to DLTs in the form of smart contracts.
This enabled people to issue their own tokens and sparked a proliferation of token generation events and token sales
(initial coin offerings or “ICOs”) many of them based on big dreams and bad faith. Ethereum, whose transactions are
a little cheaper and a little faster than Bitcoin, is still far too unwieldy for everyday transactions. Scalability remains
a problem.
The current third-generation blockchains, such as EOS, aim to enhance the speed, security, and scalability of
blockchain technology. While in many cases they achieve these outcomes, even these DLTs are failing to achieve
mass adoption.
Fourth-gen fully-distributed ledger
Cloud Token Wallet leverages a brilliant fourth-generation DLT that has all the attributes that benefit users in the
real world for all sorts of real-world applications. In addition to the redundancy, security, and immutability of earlier
generations, Cloud Token Wallet’s DLT adds real-time settlement, practically infinite scalability, interoperability with
legacy systems, energy efficiency, resistance to human error and malicious attacks, and much more. Significantly the
DLT employed by Cloud Token Wallet is fully distributed, not merely decentralised.

Cloud Token Wallet’s DLT is fully distributed, not merely decentralised

2.2 WHAT IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY?

Volatility vs. stability
The value of cryptos like Bitcoin and Ethereum is directly determined by their supply and demand in the market.
They represent themselves and/or their “utility” — their role within an ecosystem or business model. The problem
with these cryptos are their volatility. Because crypto has yet to reach more than 5% of the global population,
relatively small numbers of people, especially “whales” — those with large holdings — can trigger wild swings in
market sentiment and valuation. This is why, of the relatively few who have considered crypto as a means of payment

Cloud Token Wallet

As mentioned above, a cryptocurrency (informally “crypto”, “coin”, or “token”) is a digital asset tracked by a
distributed ledger technology (DLT). Some DLTs are focused on a single crypto. The Bitcoin blockchain, for example,
is a decentralised ledger for the Bitcoin (BTC) crypto. Other DLTs are platforms that facilitate the launch of cryptos
for multiple applications. The Ethereum DLT keeps track of Ethereum (ETH) plus thousands of third-party tokens
that are based on several Ethereum standards. (The most widely used standard is ERC20.)
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in the everyday, most businesses and consumers have demurred.
In response to volatility problems, there has been a proliferation of cryptos backed by or pegged to a fiat currency,
a commodity, or even other cryptos. Often called stablecoins, these can be collateralised or non-collateralised, and
their value is determined by the market value of whatever they are backed by or pegged to.
Fungible vs. non-fungible
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and the vast majority of cryptos, including most stablecoins, are fungible. They are interchangeable
in the same way dollar notes are interchangeable. One dollar note is the same as any other dollar note. There is no
meaningful uniqueness in each dollar note. They all have the same purchasing power and can be bought and sold in
the same markets. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs), however, represent something unique. One indivisible NFT might
represent one whole unique thing. One divisible NFT or multiple NFTs might represent a unique thing in which
fractional ownership is possible.
CryptoKitties was one of the first examples of a NFT. While the value of Bitcoin and altcoins was frothing in late
2017, CryptoKitties also went crazy — and did as much as any project to expose Ethereum’s scalability problem.
CryptoKitties pioneered Ethereum’s ERC-721 — an early NFT standard — to represent ownership in digital cats. As
each pixelated pussycat is not the same, neither is the value of the ERC-721 tokens that represent them. CryptoKitty
tokens are now valued anywhere between a few dollars to more than US$100,000.
Permanence vs. impermanence
Unlike real pets, CryptoKitties don’t die. And neither do more traditional real-world assets such real estate, antiques,
and artwork — the whole or fractional ownership of which can be tokenised and recorded on a DLT.
Some unique things do have expiry dates, however, and they too can be represented by NFTs. For example Seat 1A
on Singapore Airlines flight SQ2 on December 19 is unique. The seat can be represented by a NFT — an indivisible
one because only one passenger can sit in the seat — and its value expires when that flight on that day reaches its
destination.

2.3 WHAT IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY WALLET?
Unlike a physical wallet in which one can keep cash and cards, a crypto wallet does not actually store crypto.
Cryptocurrencies are digital. They are virtual. They cannot be held in one’s hands. Crypto assets of every stripe are
always “stored” on their distributed ledger, which also records all the transactions between accounts.
Public keys vs. private keys
A crypto wallet stores an account holder’s public keys and private keys. Crypto balances on a DLT are associated
with the public keys of their respective account holders, which are like bank account numbers. Private keys are more
like bank account passwords. As the term “private key” suggests, an account holder must keep their private key
private and secure or risk losing the stored value of their crypto account to a third party.
As Techopedia1 defines it, a private key is a tiny bit of code that is paired with a public key to set off algorithms for
encryption and decryption. “It is created as part of public key cryptography during asymmetric-key encryption
and used to decrypt and transform a message to a readable format. Public and private keys are paired for secure
communication, such as email.” In the context of crypto, the private key gives access to the crypto balance associated
with a public key on a DLT.

Hard vs. soft
The simplest form of crypto wallet is literally a piece of paper with the public and private key handwritten or printed
upon it. This is an example of a “hard” wallet. It is physical and involves no software. And it can be securely stored
away in a safe or security deposit box at — ironically — a bank. However, a hard wallet is inconvenient. To make a
transaction, the user has to retrieve the hard wallet and manually tap both keys into a DLT interface. Alternatively,
the hard wallet might include a QR code to scan.
1

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/16135/private-key Accessed April 15, 2019.

Cloud Token Wallet

Both the public and private key are long strings of letter and numbers, which very few people will be able to memorise
— hence the need for a crypto wallet.
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A “soft” wallet does involve software, which can be online, installed on a desktop or mobile device, or associated with
a piece of hardware.
Hot vs. cold
The length of time that a wallet is connected to the internet determines how “hot” or “cold” it is. Online wallets are
hot. They exist on a third-party server, therefore they are permanently connected to the internet. Access is granted
via a normal password and, usually, a second-factor authentication, such as a one-time password. The customer
accounts of centralised exchanges are examples of hot wallets.
Hardware wallets are cold. They become hot only when they are plugged in, usually via a USB port. Even then the
“secure element” in a device like a Trezor or Ledger is highly resistant to attack. Once the wallet is plugged in, the
user enters a PIN and interacts with the DLT via software designed for the wallet. As soon as a transaction is initiated,
the user can unplug the device making it cold once again.
Desktop and mobile wallets are software applications installed on devices. They are hot whenever the device is
connected to the internet, which for most people is most of the time.

2.4 WHAT ARE MOBILE PAYMENTS?
Due to their convenience and user-friendliness, mobile wallets are rapidly being adopted by consumers for both fiatbased electronic payments and crypto transactions. This is the continuation of a long trend in favour of “cashless
payments”, which are payments that do not involve the handover of banknotes and coins.
By 2016 the worldwide volume of non-cash transactions was more than 433 billion and forecast to increase at a
compound annualised growth rate (CAGR) of 10.9% to 2020. In developing economies, the volume of non-cash
transactions, which includes the use of checks and cards, is expected to grow at a CAGR of 19.6%. Of the massive
and fast-growing volume of global non-cash transactions, electronic payments (e-payments) and mobile phone
payments (m-payments) are together expected to account for about a third (32%) in 2020.2

•

Technology. The rapid adoption of new technology is driving change. Smartphone usage in developed countries
is now dominant while in various developing economies mobile devices have replaced wallets and cash. And
person-to-person (P2P) payment providers are popping up everywhere due to the proliferation of social media,
digital currencies, and near-field communication (NFC) technology.

•

Business models. New start-ups, spin-offs, and partnerships are offering the sort of novel products and payment
options that traditional financial industry players have been incapable of conceiving and/or resistant to promoting.
Numerous new financial technology (fintech) startups have launched with a focus on mobile payments bundled
with new services, such as security with fraud detection, improved customer experience, or fast access to credit.

•

Merchant expectations. In addition to enjoying the benefits of assured payment and lower transaction fees,
many forward-thinking businesses are looking to real-time payments to enhance cash ﬂow, reduce fraud, and
offer incremental value to their customers.

•

Consumer expectations. From new episodes of Game of Thrones to the latest releases by J-pop artists, many
consumers, especially younger generations, expect almost everything to be available on-demand and in realtime. Paying bills or lending money to friends should be no more than a few clicks or touches away and access to
new funds should be immediate.

•

Regulatory pressure. Tech-progressive regulators see opportunities to enhance transparency and regulatory
control of the controversial and politically-sensitive banking & finance sector. They also like the potential to

World Payments Report 2017, Capgemini and BNP Paribus, 2017 — “non-cash transactions” defined as check, debit card, credit card, credit transfer, and direct
debit transactions; “e-payments” defined at internet-based e-commerce transactions; “m-payments” defined as transactions in which a mobile phone is used as
a payment mode not just as an alternative channel to send the payment instruction.
3
Real-time payments are changing the reality of payments, Deloitte, 2015
2
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Drivers of growth
According to Deloitte, there are a range of important drivers of the growth in real-time payment methods, such as
m-payments, including:3
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raise taxes in real-time across the transactional economy. Across the globe many governments are leading or
facilitating efforts to accelerate e-payments adoption.
•

Globalization. Consumers and corporations generally expect the same simple payment and transfer experience
regardless of where they are in the world, hence the success and relative ubiquity of large payment networks
such as Visa and MasterCard. This piles pressure on regulators all over the world to start laying the foundation
for real-time payments.

More efficient payment solutions than Visa and MasterCard have already been implemented to great effect. These
include Apple Pay and Amazon Pay in the US, and Alipay and WeChat Pay in China. Common to these and all the
most successful mobile payments solutions is that they integrate other services. It is only a matter of time before a
DLT-based m-payment solution will make a similar significant impact in the marketplace.
Simplified vs. full payment verification
In the crypto payments space, there are two broad types of payment verification: simplified payment verification
(SPV) and full payment verification. The difference lies in whether or not the cryptocurrency wallet is a full node.
Smartphones are incredibly powerful devices, however their storage capacity is limited. It is unrealistic for a mobile
wallet to host the full Bitcoin blockchain, for example, which, at the end of first quarter of 2018, stood at 210
gigabytes.4 And while the average modern smartphone is said to have significantly more processing power than the
computers that helped NASA put astronauts on the moon, they have no chance of competing with the power-hungry
ASIC processors than mine Bitcoin. Therefore there is no benefit to full node status for a mobile crypto wallet.
SPV was described in Satoshi Nakamoto’s original Bitcoin whitepaper as a method for verifying if a particular
transaction is included in a block without downloading that block. The process also checks that blocks have been
added to the chain by that particular mining node — that the node has a track record. These are the two pieces
of information required to determine if a transaction is likely to be valid or not. As such, the transaction can be
confirmed between counterparties without the full verification of the network.

2.5 WHAT IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE?
Similar to a stock exchange, which facilitates trade in the shares of public companies, and a commodities exchange,
which facilitates trade in commodities, a cryptocurrency exchange facilitates trade in cryptos. There are several
types of crypto exchange.
Centralised exchanges dominate
Many investors in and users of crypto subscribe to the decentralisation promise of DLTs, yet practically all of the
crypto trading volume flows through centralised exchanges — 99.8% according to Satis Group. And this is their
reasoning:
Fundamentally, exchanges can be broken down by architecture into two main categories: decentralized exchanges
(DEX) and centralized exchanges (CEX). Within each, trading support can be bucketed into: fiat exchanges (that
accept fiat currency deposits, like USD, KRW, JPY, EUR) and crypto exchanges, which support crypto-to-crypto
trading only. Most DEX’s do not allow fiat trading, consequently allowing CEX’s to hold majority [sic] of market
trading volume share.

Despite Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin’s hope that CEXes “go burn in hell as much as possible”, he acknowledges
their role as a bridge between fiat and crypto. “The fiat world only has centralized gateways,” he said.5
CEXes offer more than a fiat gateway, of course. They offer more liquidity due to higher volume, are generally much
https://www.statista.com/statistics/647523/worldwide-bitcoin-blockchain-size/ Accessed April 15, 2019
“Vitalik Buterin: “I definitely hope centralized exchanges go burn in hell as much as possible””, by Romain Dillet for TechCrunch, June 7, 2018. Retrieved April
15, 2019 from
4
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The sentence bolded by your correspondent implies a lot about the motivations of many who use crypto. Regardless
of what they use crypto for — speculation, investment, payments, charitable donations, repatriation of income,
utility within DLT-enabled networks, or more nefarious purposes — most people want a convenient and secure way
into and out of fiat.
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more user-friendly, and have customer support teams to help newbies along. Responding to Buterin’s broadside
on behalf of CEXes, Jesse Powell, CEO of Kraken [a CEX], wrote on Reddit: “The dream is getting to a point where
decentralized exchanges are so great that centralized exchanges no longer have any advantages. Today, that point is
a very long way off, and we’ll need centralized exchanges to get there.”6
Beyond the philosophical arguments about the merits of decentralisation, the downside of CEXes is that they control
the private keys for all client exchange wallets. They have custody of all their clients’ crypto and as such they are
always going to be the targets of hackers. It is estimated that $1.4 billion has been stolen from CEXes.7 And the
QuadrigaCX experience in which the founder died taking with him all access to the exchange’s cold storage wallets
highlights the perils of centralisation in this unregulated industry.
CEXes also charge relatively high fees.
While many CEXes would welcome reasonable regulation and oversight, they worry that overly-burdensome rules
will drive some CEXes out of business and spur many traders into looking at using DEXes or other options.8
Decentralised exchanges are clunky
DEXes are designed to operate “trustlessly”, with smart contracts rather than intermediaries facilitating settlement.
There is no central server to manipulate or corrupt or shut down. And, because trades are undertaken directly
between the two parties with no intermediary involvement, there are zero or minimal transaction fees.
While they are expected to compete more strongly against CEXes over the next decade, DEXes have their problems.
According to Satis Group: “... they have not yet reached parity with traditional exchanges in terms of ease-of-use,
liquidity, confirmation times, and community adoption.” And they can’t do fiat.
The regulatory environment around DEXes is also very murky, according to Bloomberg Law:
“... the lack of a central operator in peer-to-peer exchanges could make them exempt from traditional financial
industry laws, and could also make it tougher for regulators to probe trading activity, financial attorneys and
former regulators told Bloomberg Law [...] “With the decentralized model, there’s no one person to go to to ask
for information,” John Roth, chief compliance and ethics officer at Bittrex [a CEX] told Bloomberg Law. “It’s not a
regulated exchange like we are, where officials can reach us to ask about suspicious customer transactions.”
OTCs OK for large trades
Many of the larger, more prominent over-the-counter (OTC) trading desks only deal with crypto-fiat trades valued
at US$100,000 or more. For those seeking to buy or sell large positions, OTCs offer the requisite liquidity to get in
and out quickly — at the cost of relatively high fees.
In some jurisdictions, OTCs are legal and regulated. In others a high degree of caution is needed, especially of
one-person OTCs who seemingly have no other business, such as a money changing service, that tie them to their
counter.

Person-to-person trades are hit and miss
It is nigh on impossible to estimate how much trading volume happens privately on a person-to-person basis. Trades
between individuals who know each other or have mutual friends and connections are likely very secure. However,
there have been reports of bait and switch tactics used to rip off unsuspecting marks.

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/06/vitalik-buterin-i-definitely-hope-centralized-exchanges-go-burn-in-hell-as-much-as-possible/
6
Retrieved October 22, 2018, from: https://www.reddit.com/r/ethereum/comments/8wkej3/vitalik_buterin_i_definitely_hope_centralized/
7
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/battle-asian-exchanges-dex-doom-171555495.html Retrieved April 20, 2019
8
“Peer-to-Peer Crypto Exchanges Raise Regulatory Challenges” by Michaela Ross for Bloomberg Law, April 25, 2018. Retrieved October 22, 2018 from https://
www.bna.com/peertopeer-crypto-exchanges-n57982091554/
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ATMs are expensive
According to Satis Group there are more than 3,700 automatic teller machines (ATMs) in 75 countries through
which one can purchase and cash out of crypto. ATMs offer convenience and a sense of security, however their
trading fees are generally higher than CEXes.
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Local exchanges personalise the process
Local exchanges, such as LocalBitcoins.com and OOBIT, attempt to match up crypto buyers and sellers for local
bank-to-bank and in-person cash trades. Such exchanges personalise trades, providing the opportunity for traders to
communicate and meet each other, establish relationships, and expand their local networks of contacts who share a
common interest in blockchain and crypto-assets.
In crypto-intolerant jurisdictions, some risk-taking is necessary to establish a toe-hold in the cryptosphere. As
compared to following whispers on the street to trade with a total stranger, a relatively safe means into crypto is
meeting with a community-rated crypto seller via a local exchange to handover hard-earned fiat.
While local exchanges offer means to secure trades, such as escrow, participants who eschew such services possess
a strong libertarian streak reminiscent of the very start of the blockchain phenomenon. Local exchanges pass no
judgement on them but neither do they offer any recourse should the trade turn sour.

2.6 WHAT IS AI TRADING?
An artificial intelligence (AI) trading bot autonomously initiates exchange trades on behalf of an investor according
to a strategy-based algorithm. Trading bots and their algorithms are usually back-tested against historical price
data in a market to verify their effectiveness and to determine their expected rate of return. The theoretical past
performance of a bot is no guarantee of future performance because the nature and behaviour of markets can
change thereby blunting the effectiveness of a bot’s algorithm.
The following background to AI and its use in the banking and finance sector is sourced from Wikipedia:9
In computer science, artificial intelligence (AI), sometimes called machine intelligence, is intelligence demonstrated
by machines, in contrast to the natural intelligence displayed by humans and animals. Computer science defines
AI research as the study of “intelligent agents”: any device that perceives its environment and takes actions that
maximize its chance of successfully achieving its goals. Colloquially, the term “artificial intelligence” is used to
describe machines that mimic “cognitive” functions that humans associate with other human minds, such as
“learning” and “problem solving”.
[…]
Financial institutions have long used artificial neural network systems to detect charges or claims outside of the
norm, flagging these for human investigation. The use of AI in banking can be traced back to 1987 when Security
Pacific National Bank in US set-up a Fraud Prevention Task force to counter the unauthorised use of debit cards.
Programs like Kasisto and Moneystream are using AI in financial services.
Banks use artificial intelligence systems today to organize operations, maintain book-keeping, invest in stocks,
and manage properties. AI can react to changes overnight or when business is not taking place. In August 2001,
robots beat humans in a simulated financial trading competition. AI has also reduced fraud and financial crimes by
monitoring behavioral patterns of users for any abnormal changes or anomalies.

Cloud Token Wallet

The use of AI machines in the market in applications such as online trading and decision making has changed major
economic theories. For example, AI based buying and selling platforms have changed the law of supply and demand
in that it is now possible to easily estimate individualized demand and supply curves and thus individualized pricing.
Furthermore, AI machines reduce information asymmetry in the market and thus making markets more efficient
while reducing the volume of trades. Furthermore, AI in the markets limits the consequences of behavior in the
markets again making markets more efficient. Other theories where AI has had impact include in rational choice,
rational expectations, game theory, Lewis turning point, portfolio optimization and counterfactual thinking.

9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence Retrieved April 18, 2019
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PROBLEMS WITH MOBILE CRYPTO WALLETS

The previous chapter laid a foundation of knowledge for those who are new to DLTs, cryptocurrencies, crypto wallets,
mobile payments, exchanges, and AI trading. These topics are of primary relevance to Cloud Token Wallet as it seeks
to deliver a fully-distributed DLT-based crypto wallet that integrates m-payment services, exchange functionality,
and AI trading.
Cloud Token Wallet will compete with other crypto wallets. And they have their problems:

3.1 MANY MOBILE CRYPTO WALLETS ARE CENTRALISED
The market is full of centralised mobile wallets for both fiat and crypto. In the crypto-sphere, many users of
cryptocurrency wallets do not know where their private keys are actually being stored. And there is no transparency.
In this sense centralised crypto wallets are worse than traditional bankings systems because there is no regulatory
framework to keep the organisation accountable. As a result, many centralised crypto wallet projects are scams. The
few people who control the technology — and their users’ private keys — can take advantage of their users’ naivety
and a lack of regulatory oversight.
Establishing trust by delivering on the DLT promise of not only decentralisation but full distribution presents an
opportunity for Cloud Token Wallet.

3.2 MOBILE CRYPTO WALLETS ONLY DO TWO THINGS

Integrating payments and a range of useful and convenient services, such as exchange functionality and AI trading,
within a single fully-distributed application presents an enormous opportunity for Cloud Token Wallet.

Cloud Token Wallet

Extant cryptocurrency wallets are only good for two things: securing users’ public and private keys (hopefully) and
enabling users to check their crypto balances. In order to use their crypto, users have to transfer it out to some
other platform. Meanwhile, the most successful fiat-based mobile wallets to emerge have been those that facilitate
payments and offer a range of useful and convenient services within their apps. This should be no different for mobile
crypto wallets.
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ADVANTAGES OF CLOUD TOKEN WALLET

4.1 FULLY DISTRIBUTED ANONYMITY & TRANSPARENCY
The Cloud Token Wallet is the first fully distributed crypto wallet that uses the public blockchain to store crypto
assets rather than a centralised database of proxy accounts. This positions Cloud Token Wallet as among the first
DLT-based applications to deliver on the promised benefits of decentralisation while simultaneously delivering
speed, cost-savings, convenience, and user-friendliness.
Anonymity
Full distribution facilitates anonymity, which is one of the core principles of the Cloud Token Wallet. No personal
information is required during the setup process. Full distribution also means that users can deploy other wallets to
control the assets in their Cloud Token Wallet.
Transparency
Cloud Token Wallet’s full distribution offers real-time on-chain transparency to crypto holders, and to users of the
integrated payments, exchange, and AI trading services. Assets are managed by users, not a centralised organisation.
Deployment of the AI trading is optional and at users’ own risk. The AI is autonomous.
User-friendliness
Many decentralised applications have been very “clunky”. They have been difficult to use for those used to slick
and intuitive user interfaces (UIs) i.e. the vast majority of prospective users. It is as if the user experience (UX) for
decentralised applications were designed by engineers for engineers, rather than by UI/UX professionals for users.

4.2 INTEGRATED SERVICES & CONVENIENCE
Taking note of the services and convenience offered by the most successful fiat-based mobile wallets, the Cloud
Token Wallet team is leveraging the adaptability of a fourth-generation DLT to deliver a range of services from
the outset — and will develop and integrate more services in future. Services offered out of the box, include:

Cloud Token Wallet

Already considered relatively intuitive by those who have experienced the worst UIs, nevertheless the Cloud
Token Wallet is not yet what it will become. The Cloud Token Wallet team is determined to evolve a UX that is
indistinguishable from a slick centralised application.
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•

AI-assisted trading services

Services coming soon:
•
•

Decentralised exchange
Payments

4.2.1 AI-assisted trading system

As referenced earlier, Cloud Token Wallet offers its users the option of deploying algorithms and AI systems to trade
cryptos and potentially earn a passive income. These algorithms and AI systems include:

VAROOM identifies inflection points within trends to minimise risk and deliver solid returns.

Cloud Token Wallet

Identifying inflection points amid the noise with the VAROOM algorithm
A market moves in a direction called a “trend” with a momentum called “velocity”. Velocity is positive in a bull
market trend and negative in a bear market trend. When a trend gets stronger, i.e. its velocity increases, it is called
“acceleration”. The acceleration phase is when making money is easiest. Inflection points — when the trend starts to
decelerate — are generally a good time to start taking profits by closing long positions in a bull market or by closing
short positions in a bear market. However, financial markets are noisy so it is difficult to identify inflection points.
The VAROOM (Velocity & Acceleration Realistically Operating On Money) algorithm leverages moving averages of
various types to filter out noise, identify inflection points, and initiate trades.
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Smart triangular arbitrage with JARVIS AI
JARVIS AI leverages the VAROOM algorithm to analyse the past and ongoing movements of major crypto assets
across 10 major exchanges to identify and pursue arbitrage opportunities. JARVIS’ AI brain is based on TENSORFLOW,
which has been put to work for some of the largest public and private companies in the world, including Walmart,
Mastercard, Coca-Cola, Google and many more. With modifications tried and tested by Singapore-based developers,
the JARVIS arbitrage bot delivers attractive monthly returns of 6%-12%, which are paid daily to Cloud Token Wallet
users who employ it. (Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.)
HAL, the adaptable trading algorithm
HAL analyses the past and ongoing movements of major crypto assets across 10 major exchanges to identify and
pursue the trading opportunities most likely to succeed. An adaptable bot, HAL deploys multiple technical indicators,
including TRIX, EMAs, MACDs, RSIs, trendlines, and waves, and learns from every trade. Based on evolving trends
for each crypto asset, HAL can switch between lower-risk and higher-risk strategies to maximise overall returns.
HAL’s AI brain is based on TENSORFLOW, which has been put to work for some of the largest public and private
companies in the world, including Walmart, Mastercard, Coca-Cola, Google and many more. With modifications tried
and tested by Singapore-based developers, this highly-adaptable trading bot delivers attractive monthly returns of
18%-30%, which are paid daily to Cloud Token Wallet users who employ it. (Past performance is no guarantee of
future performance.)
JARVIS, HAL, and other autonomous trading systems that are in development or are yet to be conceived will be
made available to Cloud Token Wallet users.
Returns paid in CTO
Participants in AI trading receive their share of trading profits in the form of Cloud Tokens (CTO), which are backed
by AI trading profits held in a reserve fund. Withdrawal of CTO is simply a matter of exchanging the tokens for their
Ethereum value held in reserve. Meanwhile, each participant’s principal investment in whatever cryptocurrency they
deposited remains visible on-chain and can be added to or withdrawn at any time.

4.2.2 Decentralised exchange

As discussed earlier, DEXes are designed to operate “trustlessly”, with smart contracts rather than intermediaries
facilitating settlement. There is no central server to manipulate or corrupt or shut down. And, because trades are
undertaken directly between the two parties with no intermediary involvement, there are zero or minimal transaction
fees.
While details for the Cloud Token Wallet DEX are yet to be announced, it is expected to greatly improve upon extant
DEXes in terms of ease-of-use, liquidity, confirmation times, and community adoption.

4.2.3 Payments

The details for Cloud Token Wallet’s payment service are yet to be announced. There will be two form of payment
developed for users:
Qualified Cloud Token Wallet users be eligible for their own debit card linked to an international payments
network such as Visa or MasterCard.
2. Cloud Token Wallet will develop its own payments network for those who want to accept payments directly from
Cloud Token Wallet users. Cloud Token Wallet will roll out a franchisee network to build clusters of payment
partners within territories.

Cloud Token Wallet

1.
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HOW? PARALLEL LEDGERS!

How can Cloud Token Wallet be fully distributed yet be able to integrate a range of different services?
Every Cloud Token Wallet is a “full node” in and of itself. Every Cloud Token Wallet user retains only as much of the
global ledger as pertains to them in a “parallel atomic chain” — a parallel ledger. There is no master blockchain or
global ledger as such.
Cloud Token Wallet leverages its user network of parallel atomic chains — ledgers that can “talk to each other”. It is
this parallel ledger structure that makes it possible to:
•
•
•
•

Facilitate fast and frictionless everyday payments on the Cloud Token Wallet — like buying a morning coffee
Facilitate fast and frictionless trades on the Cloud Token Wallet via the decentralised cryptocurrency exchange
facility
Deploy AI-assisted and autonomous trading systems that can take advantage of the DLT’s speed to initiate timely
trades
Secure full immutable ledger records for organisational networks to undertake internal processes such as
performance analysis, enterprise resource planning, and accounting

Furthermore, Cloud Token Wallet’s parallel architecture makes it very easy to plug in new chains at any time. This
means new products and projects can be launched within the Cloud Token Wallet ecosystem.

5.1 PARALLEL CONSENSUS
Cloud Token Wallet leverages a triple consensus system. The first two allow consumers the everyday benefits of a
fast, frictionless, fully-distributed crypto wallet with its useful and user-friendly integrated services.
Every Cloud Token Wallet is a node. A user, whether an individual, organisation, or government retains only as much
of the global ledger as pertains to them. At the individual level, a transaction is:
•
•
•
•

Initiated on an individual’s user-friendly mobile phone (the buyer’s dApp node)
Witnessed by a similar peer dApp according to the fair and fast Proof of Reputation (POR)
Confirmed on the fully distributed peer-to-peer dApp network
Recorded as a file-based block by all the dApps that are party to the transaction — the buyer’s mobile phone
dApp, the seller’s point of sale (POS) dApp, and the witness’ dApp

Cloud Token Wallet

5.1.1 Individual P2P POR consensus
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By making everyday transactions confirm in real time and chronological order by P2P dApps, all of the issues
around extant blockchains’ slowness and double-spend are corrected automatically. On Cloud Token Wallet, every
P2P transaction is its own file, and every file is its own block. Each transaction/file/block is chained to the next in
chronological order creating an accurate and immutable distributed ledger.
Cloud Token Wallet’s FSDLT (File System Distributed Ledger Technology) solution achieves this by utilising mDHT
(mainline Distributed Hash Table) networks, which ensures that transactions can be processed in parallel by P2P
dApps. And thanks to Cloud Token Wallet’s SHOUT (Simple Heuristic Object UDP Transfer) protocol, all parties to
a transaction — the nodes of the “buyer”, “seller”, and “witness” — ”shout” the transaction to their peers so that it
can be copied, verified, and confirmed much more quickly by the network than via the whisper-like protocol used by
traditional blockchains.
Witnessing is determined by Cloud Token Wallet’ Proof of Reputation (POR) algorithm which is based on the actual
order of transactions using a mixture of response time, influence (number of connections), and stake (number of
transactions), plus a healthy dose of randomness. POR is a light and easy low-powered proof perfect for everyday
transactions that demand speed. Any smartphone with a Cloud Token Wallet-enabled dApp activated can participate
in the witnessing process.
Time is money. The same factors that contribute to Cloud Token Wallet’s lightning speed — FSDLT, mDHT, SHOUT,
and POR — also contribute to low transaction fees. Thanks to the lightweight proof that cannot be gamed, any lowpowered node, including a Cloud Token Wallet-powered mobile dApp installed on any entry-level smartphone, can
participate as a witness to a transaction. The witness earns a share of the transaction fee, which is automatically paid
to a Cloud Token Wallet SuperSwitch by the recipient of funds (the “seller”) in any transaction.
Moreover, there are no longer any mind-boggling decisions about “gas” to be made!

5.1.2 Organisational hybrid consensus

For organisations with multiple points of sale (POS) dApps operating within the same fully distributed peer-to-peer
dApp network as individuals’ dApps, a single transaction record on one POS dApp is insufficient. All the transactions
undertaken by the organisation’s POS dApps will need to be consolidated for analysis, accounting, and for all sorts of
internal reasons — bonuses, training, decision support, et cetera — as well as legal or regulatory reasons. Thus, after
a confirmed sale in the peer-to-peer network, Cloud Token Wallet provides for a second consensus protocol to be
initiated on the organisation’s own hybrid network.
The organisation’s internal hybrid network includes OrgNodes, each of which, unlike a mobile dApp, has the capacity
to maintain the full ledger of transactions by all its point of sale dApps.
At the organisational level, a transaction is:
•
•
•

Initiated via a point of sale (POS) dApp (the seller), witnessed (by POR) and confirmed externally on the P2P
network (i.e. it is already a done deal)
Witnessed internally by a POS dApp peer in the organisation’s own P2P network
Confirmed and recorded on the organisation’s decentralised network of OrgNodes

For organisations that want to leverage the value of decentralisation fully and to reduce their reliance on expensive
servers, Cloud Token Wallet is engineered at the system level to delegate compute, network, and storage functions
to SWARMs of devices. Cloud Token Wallet provides FOG computing architecture for organisation-level transaction
processing, which offers significant savings. “Fogging” is an architecture that uses edge devices to carry out a
substantial amount of computation, storage, communication locally and routed over the internet backbone.
Edge devices that organisations can leverage include the branded Cloud Token Wallet-powered dApps used by its

Cloud Token Wallet

This internal parallel process is of no concern to the buyer or customer. The deal has already been done, and the
value has already been transferred to the organisation’s POS dApp (near-instantly). Therefore, the parallel process is
not as time-sensitive as the transaction itself. The organisation can build in as much decentralisation or centralisation
as it wishes to secure the full ledger for its own internal or regulatory requirements.
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stakeholders, its own POS dApps, OrgNodes, even routers. Flexibility and adaptability for real-world applications
is the name of the game. The organisation could feed its OrgNode data directly into its legacy accounting and
inventory systems. It could even build real-time performance dashboards to keep track of activity using transactional
data drawn directly from its POS dApps. For example, a company might set up dashboards to track the performance
of regional offices or sales representatives in real time.

5.2 PARALLEL DAPPS FOR PARALLEL CHAINS
Users, be they individuals or organisations — if they want to — may download and install multiple Cloud Token Walletpowered dApps related to all the organisations of which they are regular customers, suppliers, staff, members,
taxpayers, or any other type of stakeholder. Each branded dApp can offer features and functionality unique to that
organisation. For example, a golf club may offer a booking system linked to a calendar within its branded dApp, which
is functionality not necessarily needed for a supermarket chain.

Cloud Token Wallet

However, users won’t need to install multiple dApps. Common to all Cloud Token Wallet-enabled dApps will be
the Cloud Token Wallet payments systems. For example, a user can use their golf club dApp to buy groceries at a
supermarket so long as the supermarket has its own network of Cloud Token Wallet-enabled POS dApps.
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CLOUD TOKEN WALLET TECHNOLOGY

Cloud Token Wallet takes advantage of a cutting-edge fourth-generation fully-distributed ledger technology (DLT
or “blockchain”), which consists of five core elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FSDLT — File System Distributed Ledger Technology
mDHT — Mainline Distributed Hash Table
SHOUT — Simple Heuristic Object UDP Transfer protocol
SWARM — Storage
IFTTT — If This, Then That business logic

In combination with the clever parallel atomic chain structure and triple consensus system described in the previous
chapter, the first four elements contribute to a DLT that in tests and the real-world can handle many times more
transaction confirmations per second as there are nodes in the network. The fifth layer, IFTTT, puts Cloud Token
Wallet and its benefits into the hands of real people for real-world applications.

6.1 FILE SYSTEM DLT (FSDLT)
FSDLT supports multi-transactional processing by utilising file-based blocks that can support variable file sizes to cater
for business content. Unlike traditional time-based blocks, such as used on the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains,
transactions on file-based blocks can be processed immediately and in parallel.
Each FSDLT block is structured as a file which contains all the necessary components of a transaction such as its
timestamp and other attributes. Each file and its contents have a unique fingerprint called the cryptographic hash,
which ensures immutability and no possibility of duplication across the network.

Each node only stores the transactions in which it has participated. The SHOUT protocol distributes the transaction
information through the mDHT network and helps nodes locate the necessary information required to complete
transactions.
Each transaction needs to pass through a customizable business logic layer similar to an Ethereum smart contract.

Cloud Token Wallet

The file or block is stored using IPFS (Internet Protocol File System) on network nodes. Through parallel chaining,
FSDLT allows multiple transactions to be processed from a single node. Add multiple network nodes, and there is the
capacity to process multiple transactions simultaneously. A FSDLT, therefore, is infinitely scalable in theory.
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Moreover, every transaction can be found by human readable file names based on IPNS (InterPlanetary Name
Service), part of the IPFS framework.

6.2 MAINLINE DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLE (MDHT)
The Distributed Hash Table (DHT) is a peer-to-peer (P2P) network composed of distributed nodes. A mainline DHT
(mDHT) is used in the system.
mDHT data has the form of an index-value pair. Lookup, get, and store operations are performed in the process of
requesting and storing data between nodes. To retrieve a value with a specific index, the node performs a lookup
operation on the node with a get operation.
There is no hierarchical structure in the network. Every node can join or leave the network at any time. All are
dispensable. These characteristics enable nodes to share data by communicating directly within a widely dispersed
network.
In a DHT-based P2P system, data is associated with a critical value (a result of hashing the data), and each node in
the system handles a portion of the hash space and is responsible for storing a certain range of critical values. When
a specific key is searched, the system returns the identifier (IP address) of the node storing the data with that key.

1.
2.
3.
4.

User Interaction Module for receiving data and accessing time information from the user
Cryptography Module for performing encryption of data
Key Management Module for managing the keys required for encryption
Secret Sharing Module for dividing the encryption key into several pieces via two additional modules:
a. Threshold Estimation Module for setting the optimal parameters based on the similarity between
reinforcement learning and the data availability graph
b. A DHT Network Module for distributing generated key shares to the DHT network

Cloud Token Wallet

The mDHT system consists of four modules:
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6.3 SHOUT — SIMPLE HEURISTIC OBJECT UDP TRANSFER

dApp #1

IOT Devices

dApp #2

Multicast / UDP
dApp #3

Routers

SHOUT is an innovative and efficient protocol for communications between nodes in the platform. Older blockchains
use a slow gossip-like protocol whereby the first witness whispers to another node which in turn whispers to another
node until there is a consensus in the network.
SHOUT broadcasts the transaction request across the network and implements a POR (proof-of-reputation)
consensus algorithm to determine the first witness. Unlike the energy-intensive POW (proof-of-work) in which the
amount of “gas” becomes a decision the sender must make to ensure timely delivery, POR processes transactions
in chronological order using an algorithmic mixture of response time, influence (number of connections), and stake
(number of transactions).

Cloud Token Wallet

A lightweight mass connectivity protocol, SHOUT is an open UDP-based variant of the Micro Transport Protocol
intended to mitigate latency and other congestion control issues found in conventional BitTorrent over TCP. SHOUT
uses multicasting to deliver data to all nodes within the network thereby significantly decreasing overhead.
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6.4 SWARM STORAGE
Network nodes work together like a swarm of worker bees to form a storage system like a honeycomb.
The SWARM Storage layer effectively manages a process whereby participating nodes share disk space with every
other node in the network. Each transaction between sender and recipient is processed by a reputation-backed node
which is called a witness, and each transaction is a separate chain in the SWARM. SWARM Storage leverages the
FSDLT to store transactional information in the filename so eliminating the need to store data in the actual file itself.
Other BLOB/STRUCTURE-based data is stored in the file.

Atomic Chain

RAID 6 (2GB)

RAID 6 (2GB)

RAID 6 (2GB)

RAID 6 (2GB)

vRAID6
Another 97 Phones offering 100mb each

dApp

IOT Devices

dApp

Cloud Token Wallet

dApp
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6.5 IFTTT BUSINESS LOGIC LAYER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Members deposit ETH/ BTC into Jarvis Asset Management Pool
Varoom gathers data on Pair and Trade Size from 38+ cryptocurrency exchanges
Varoom assigns asset to Jarvis AI BOT
Varoom sends instructions to Jarvis
Jarvis perform trades on exchanges (TA/Arbitrage)
Data collected from the latest price of CoinMarketCap.com
Affiliate Program rewards members in CTO via the “ Jarvis Dispersant Wallet + Engine”
The rest of the Deposits Asset Earnings transfers to Jarvis Asset Reserve
Jarvis Asset Reserve maintains float in conversion wallet. For actions e.g. Withdrawal actions
Members can always convert CTO to ETH, BCH etc…

Cloud Token Wallet

At the heart of the implementation of Cloud Token Wallet is a set of basic rules that run by conditions, events
& actions i.e. if this, then that (IFTTT). These rules are modified from time to time based on statistics indicating
abnormalities in the network. Certain stakeholders can add their own business- or transaction- or reward-specific
conditions on top of the basic rules but they cab never supersede the basic rules.
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CLOUD TOKEN WALLET SECURITY

Cloud Token Wallet’s fourth-generation DLT has its own natural immune system against security risks. Thanks to its
fully-distributed structure, which acts like a nervous system, the Cloud Token Wallet network is highly resistant to
most forms of attack. If one were to put a hand on something hot, nerves will pick up on it and register it as a pain
point. The result is that the hand would instinctively withdraw, and one would avoid that hot thing. For other attacks,
it would be far too expensive for any would-be attacker to deem it worthwhile while the impact on individuals would
be minimal.

7.1 BLOCK GAP SYNCHRONIZATION
Risk level:
Impact:

Low
Network amplify / Denial of service

Description: Each file-based block has a link to a previous block. If a new block arrives where the Cloud Token Wallet
network cannot find a link to a previous block, a node has to determine whether it is out of sync with the network or
if it has received junk data. When a node is out of sync, it will establish a TCP connection to another node that offers
to bootstrap it. Thus a block gap synchronisation attack is initiated by sending out a torrent of junk blocks, which
leads to an amplification of traffic and denial of service as network nodes attempt to establish TCP connections.
Defence: Cloud Token Wallet nodes are programmed to wait until a certain threshold of votes has been observed for
an unlinked block before initiating a TCP connection to a bootstrap node. If a block does not receive enough votes,
then it is assumed to be junk.

7.2 TRANSACTION FLOODING
Moderate
High input/output

Description: Transaction flooding is sending as many valid transactions as possible in order to saturate the network.
An attacker will send transactions to other accounts they control so it can be continued indefinitely.
Defence: Each Cloud Token Wallet block has a small amount of work associated with it; around five seconds to
generate and one microsecond to validate. This work difference causes an attacker to dedicate an enormous amount
of their own resources to sustain an attack while wasting a small amount of everyone else’s resources. Cloud Token

Cloud Token Wallet

Risk level:
Impact:
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Wallet nodes that are not full historical nodes — the vast majority of them — are able to prune old transactions from
their chain. This clamps the storage requirement from this type of attack for almost all users.

7.3 PENNY-SPEND
Risk level:
Impact:

Moderate
Large ledger

Description: Similar to a transaction flooding attack, a penny-spend attack is where an attacker sends tiny quantities
to many accounts in order to waste the storage resources of nodes.
Defence: Cloud Token Wallet’s block publishing is rate-limited by work, so this limits accounts to a certain extent.
Also, Cloud Token Wallet nodes that are not full historical nodes can prune accounts below a statistical metric where
the account is probably not a valid account. Finally, the block lattice is tuned to use minimal permanent storage
space, so that the space required to store one additional account is proportional to the size of an open block +
indexing ~ 96b + 32b ~ 128b. This equates to 1GB being able to store 8 million penny-spend accounts. If nodes
want to be aggressive, they can calculate a distribution based on access frequency and delegate infrequently used
accounts to storage.

7.4 51% ATTACK
Risk level:
Impact:

Extremely low to impossible
Completely destructive

Description: The metric of consensus for the block lattice is a balance weighted voting system.
If an attacker can gain over 50% of the vote, they can cause the network to oscillate their decisions, which renders
the system useless. An attacker must have at least some value tied up in the network that they are willing to forfeit
as an expense in performing this type of attack since this attack ruins the integrity of the system. An attacker can
lower the amount of balance they must forfeit by preventing good nodes from voting through a network distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attack.

Cloud Token Wallet

Defence: The primary Cloud Token Wallet defence against this type of attack is that voting weight is tied to investment
in the system according to DPoS. (In PoW systems technology can be deployed that gives disproportionate control.)
On the Cloud Token Wallet network, the cost of this attack is proportional to the market cap i.e. the cost of
attacking the system scales with the size of the system. Attempting to flip the ledger would destroy an attacker’s
necessarily large investment in Cloud Token Wallet. In order to maintain the maximum quorum of voters, which
could be threatened by a DDoS, the next line of defence is representative voting. Account holders that are unable
to participate in voting for connectivity reasons can assign a proxy who can vote with the weight of their balance.
Forks are never accidental, so nodes can make policy decisions on how to interact with forked blocks. The only time
non-attacker accounts are vulnerable to block forks is if they receive a balance from an attacking account. Accounts
can wait a little or a lot longer before receiving from a suspected attacker or opt to never receive them.
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ROADMAP

Cloud Token Wallet can confidently forge a path ahead knowing that the road it has laid so far has a solid foundation that cannot
easily be broken up or washed away. Those following can be confident that the decentralised wallet functionality at the core of
Cloud Token Wallet is sound, that the private keys they have entrusted with Cloud Token Wallet are secure, and that all crypto
balances tracked in Cloud Token Wallet are on-chain and immutable.
In this fast-evolving nascent industry, new entrants have to forge their own path. They have to build their own roads. There are no
roadmaps. Indeed even the topography beyond the near horizon is unknown and much of it will be hazardous. Anyone who claims
to know what lies ahead is delusional or a liar. As such, the roadmap sketched out here — like the comprehensive and confidential
business plans upon which it is based — is subject to changes that will be essential to adapting, surviving, and thriving in a
competitive environment.

8.1
When we came
2018
DECEMBER

2019
APRIL

Beta version. The Beta version of Cloud Token Wallet,
including the JARVIS AI service, was launched for early birds
who helped spread the word. A user base of approximately
50,000 members had been generated by the end of April.

2019
FEBRUARY

Alpha version. The Alpha version of Cloud Token Wallet was
made available to professional cryptocurrency user groups
for testing. The team engaged five focus groups of 12
members each across five countries.

Cloud Token Wallet

Project commenced. The core tech team in Singapore,
supplemented by Malaysian, mainland Chinese, and Hong
Kong-based teams, started developing core Cloud Token
Wallet functionality based on the fourth-generation DLT.
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8.2
Under construction
2019
MAY

Official dApp launch. International launch of Cloud Token
Wallet 1.0 in Bangkok, Thailand, including the official release
of this concept paper.

2019
JUNE

Expansion of AI trading options. JARVIS AI bot upgrade with
VAROOM algorithm. HAL AI bot launch. Other bots and
algorithms to be determined in collaboration with
mathematics professors to provide more strategic options for
end users with different risk/reward profiles.
Global online marketing campaign launch. Cloud Token Wallet
online brand ambassadors will start their campaigns. Launch
of official Cloud News channels.
Franchisee program expansion. Cloud Token Wallet district
leader’s recruitment to be led by country leaders. District
leaders will be tasked with signing up clusters of small and
medium-sized payment partners to Cloud Token Wallet
payments service.

Franchisee program launch. Cloud Token Wallet country
leaders will be recruited to sign up major payment partners to
Cloud Token Wallet payments service.

2019
JULY

Global events launch. The first in a series of localised events in
collaboration with the Cloud Development Foundation. The
events will focus on educating the public on the basics of
DLTs, cryptocurrencies, cryptocurrency wallets, cyber
security et cetera, and to create public awareness and
adoption of Cloud Token Wallet.

2019
NOVEMBER

2019
DECEMBER

Crypto-to-fiat solutions launched. The debit card-based
payments solution for eligible Cloud Token Wallet members
launched alongside on/offline crypto to fiat solutions
for all members.

Offline systems integration tools launch.Cloud Token Wallet to
release its solutions-as-a-service for merchants to create
payment solutions e.g. POS machines, ATM, business tools.

8.3
The road ahead

Launch of Cloud Token Wallet DEx and the continued expansion and enhancement of core Cloud Token Wallet functionality,
including a more comprehensive range of digital asset management tools and AI-bot solutions. Further UI/UX refinement will be
important.
Full attention into on/offline business systems integration for franchisee and payment partners sales, marketing, and payments
needs. Meanwhile, having already developed a broad horizontal network of payments partners, Cloud Token Wallet will start
deepening its presence in vertical industrial sectors, such as finance, food & beverage, medical, gaming et cetera, TBD.

Cloud Token Wallet
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RISKS & CLAIMS

Regulatory Risks. The regulation of tokens such as the CTO tokens is still in a very nascent stage of development.
A high degree of uncertainty as to how tokens and token-related activities are to be treated exists. The applicable
legal and regulatory framework may change subsequent to the date of issuance of this White Paper. Such change
may be very rapid, and it is not possible to anticipate with any degree of certainty the nature of such regulatory
evolution. Cloud Token Wallet does not, in any way, represent that the regulatory status of the CTO tokens will
remain unaffected by any regulatory changes that arise at any point in time before, during, and after this offering.
No regulatory supervision. None of Cloud Token Wallet or its affiliates is currently regulated or subject to the
supervision of any regulatory body in Singapore. In particular, Cloud Token Wallet and its affiliates are not registered
with MAS in Singapore as any type of regulated financial institution or financial advisor and are not subject to the
standards imposed upon such persons under the Securities and Futures Act, Financial Advisors Act, and other related
regulatory instruments. Such persons are required to comply with a variety of requirements and standards concerning
disclosures, reporting, compliance, and conduct of their operations for purposes or maximizing investor protections.
Since Cloud Token Wallet is not subject to such requirements or standards, it will make decisions on those issues at its
own discretion. While Cloud Token Wallet will have regard to best practices on these issues, holders of CTO tokens
may not necessarily enjoy the same extent and degree of investor protections as would be the case

Tax risks. The tax characterization of CTO tokens is unclear. Accordingly, the tax treatment to which they will be
subject is uncertain. All persons who wish to receive CTO tokens should seek independent tax advice. Cloud Token
Wallet does not make any representation as to whether any tax consequences may arise from purchasing or holding
CTO tokens.
Risks from third parties. The tokenized nature of CTO tokens means that they are a blockchain-based asset. The
security, transferability, storage, and accessibility of blockchain assets depends on factors outside of Cloud Token

Cloud Token Wallet

No fiduciary duties owed. As Cloud Token Wallet is not a regulated financial institution, it does not owe investors in
CTO tokens any fiduciary duties. This means that Cloud Token Wallet has no legal obligation to always act in good
faith in the best interests of holders of CTO tokens. While Cloud Token Wallet will have regard to the interests of
holders of CTO tokens, it is also permitted to consider the interests of other key stakeholders and to prefer these
interests over the interests of CTO token holders. This may mean that Cloud Token Wallet is permitted to make
decisions that conflict with the interests of CTO token holders. Not owing any fiduciary duties to holders of CTO
tokens also means that holders of CTO tokens may have limited rights of recourse against Cloud Token Wallet and
its affiliates in the event of disputes.
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Wallet’s control, such as the security, stability, and suitability of the underlying blockchain, mining attacks, and who
has access to the smart contract where the CTO tokens are stored. Cloud Token Wallet is unable to assure that it can
prevent such external factors from having any direct or indirect adverse impact on any of the CTO tokens. Persons
intending to receive the CTO tokens should note that adverse events caused by such external factors may result in
the loss of some or all of the CTO tokens. Such loss may be irreversible. Cloud Token Wallet is not responsible for
taking steps to retrieve CTO tokens lost in this manner.
Risks in receiving the CTO tokens. Cloud Token Wallet cannot and does not guarantee or otherwise assure that
there are no risks in relation to the issuance of the CTO tokens. The CTO tokens may, depending on the manner in
which the relevant issuance is effected, involve third parties or external platforms (e.g., wallets). The involvement
of such parties or platforms may introduce risks that would not otherwise be present, such as misconduct or fraud
by the third party, or your failure to receive the CTO tokens upon duly making payment because of a third-party
wallet’s incompatibility with the CTO tokens. Cloud Token Wallet is not responsible for any risks arising due to the
involvement of third parties, including the risk of not receiving (or subsequently losing) any or all CTO tokens issued
to you.

Cloud Token Wallet

The English language white paper is the primary official source of information about the project. The information
contained in the English language White Paper may from time to time be translated into other languages. In the
course of such translation, some of the information contained in the English language White Paper may be lost,
corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event
of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and the official English language white paper, the
provisions of the English language original document shall prevail.
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Download and install your Cloud Token Wallet from www.cloudtokenwallet.com.
© 2019 CLOUD TECHNOLOGY & INVESTMENTS PTY LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Cloud Token Wallet

DOWNLOAD CLOUD TOKEN WALLET
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